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Motor patterns in legged vertebrates show modularity in both
young and adult animals, comprising motor synergies or primitives.
Are such spinal modules observed in young mammals conserved
into adulthood or altered? Conceivably, early circuit modules alter
radically through experience and descending pathways’ activity. We
analyze lumbar motor patterns of intact adult rats and the same rats
after spinal transection and compare these with adult rats spinal
transected 5 days postnatally, before most motor experience, using
only rats that never developed hind limb weight bearing. We use
independent component analysis (ICA) to extract synergies from
electromyography (EMG). ICA information-based methods identify
both weakly active and strongly active synergies. We compare all
spatial synergies and their activation/drive strengths as proxies of
spinal modules and their underlying circuits. Remarkably, we find
that spatial primitives/synergies of adult injured and neonatal in-
jured rats differed insignificantly, despite different developmental
histories. However, intact rats possess some synergies that differ
significantly, although modestly, in spatial structure. Rats injured
as adults were more similar in modularity to rats that had neonatal
spinal transection than to themselves before injury. We surmise that
spinal circuit modules for spatial synergy patterns may be deter-
mined early, before postnatal day 5 (P5), and remain largely unal-
tered by subsequent development or weight-bearing experience. An
alternative explanation but equally important is that, after complete
spinal transection, both neonatal and mature adult spinal cords rap-
idly converge to common synergy sets. This fundamental or conver-
gent synergy circuitry, fully determined by P5, is revealed after spinal
cord transection.

motor primitives | muscle synergies | pattern generation |
spinal cord injury | development

Motor patterns can show significant modularity in legged
vertebrates. Modularity can take several forms (1). Here,

we examine modular motor drives in spinal systems. This approach
combines both structural and functional neural components. The
fundamental idea is that basic movement is largely composed of
small numbers of synergies or motor primitives, which act as
building blocks (1–5). Synergies for this study are defined as spatial
synergies (1), which each represent a premotor drive to motor
pools, causing covarying muscle activity in a specific balance. Such
drives could arise from a well-defined neural substrate of sets of
neurons with specific premotor connectivity. Indeed, some data in
frogs and monkeys support this idea (6, 7). Such modularity could
arise as follows: first, directly through evolutionarily determined
processes in development; second, through plastic online optimi-
zations during development; third, de novo during motor skill
learning; or fourth, via some combinations of these (1, 2, 4, 8). The
collection of synergies resulting from any of these processes can
form a library of compositional elements useful both for new
movement construction and for the standard repertoire of the
individual. If optimization/learning organizes the modularity of
adult synergies, then modules might be unique to individuals,
reflecting life experiences. Such synergies and circuits could be
altered significantly in adults compared with young animals. Al-
ternatively, if evolution and development determined a modularity

matched to anatomy and common default tasks (breathing, loco-
motion, feeding, or grooming), then modules in all individuals of a
species could be similarly structured. All would possess similar and
robust motor primitives/synergies. Which option occurs has been
unclear. Furthermore, it has been unclear if modularity and pattern
that are observed in the spinal cord in early life are preserved and
remain available later in the intact or injured adult nervous system
(1, 4, 5). One confound is that, just as motor experiences may shape
synergies similarly through either ontogeny or adult optimization,
so too natural selection-based evolution would shape fixed modular
circuits on longer timescales. These timescales and factors can be
disentangled only by comparing animals with strongly differing
developmental motor histories. To achieve this, we leveraged spi-
nal cord injury (SCI) to discover if common synergy structures arise
after both early postnatal and adult spinal transections.
Response to SCI in mammals differs from that in lower ver-

tebrates, which show significantly greater regenerative capacities.
This regenerative difference might originate in the higher flexi-
bility and complexity of development in mammals. However, re-
sponses to injury between young and adult mammals are also very
different. Some (∼20%) rats (9–17) and also, very young kittens
(18) with complete spinal transections can show remarkable levels
of function as adults compared with equivalent adults with similar
injuries sustained as adults. Specifically, if injuries occur before
postnatal day 5 (P5), some rats and cats can walk over ground with
autonomous balance and weight support using all four limbs as
adults. They attain a remarkable level of compensation and
function given the degree of neural deficit. Furthermore, this is
attained spontaneously without special rehabilitation or manipu-
lation. Such spinalized neonatal SCI animals are the only exam-
ples known in placental mammals of spontaneous and successful
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motor primitives generated in the spinal cords of mammals. We
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autonomous four-legged balance and hind limb weight support
recovery in locomotion over ground, and this is achieved without
special training or treatment after complete SCI. This is partly
possible, because many neonatal SCI animals remain capable of
generating autonomous lumbar stepping movements. The highest
functioning 20% of rats are able to integrate this stepping into
balanced quadrupedal and independent weight support over
ground when tested as adults (10, 12–15, 17). In contrast, animals
injured as adults have much more limited recovery after complete
SCI (14, 19). Specifically, they do not step spontaneously. They
never achieve balanced autonomous quadrupedal weight-
supported locomotion over ground, although if stimulated by
various means (11, 16, 18, 20–22), they can show hind limb step-
ping alternations, and the hind legs can then be taught to bear
load during stimulation and with significant external aid for bal-
ance support. Two obvious differences between the neonatal SCI
and adult SCI animals that might account for the recovery dif-
ferences are (i) the altered developmental processes of the spinal
neural networks and (ii) the differing potential for neural plasticity
at injury. In intact adult rats, the spinal circuits underwent con-
tinuous supraspinal input and control during development and
into adult life. Removal of these is catastrophic. On the other
hand, after neonatal SCI, the spinal cord develops in complete
isolation from the inputs of descending systems. Neonatal SCI
animals’ nervous systems also undoubtedly have greater plasticity.
We used these differences to discover if the synergy structures in
motor patterns differed fundamentally between three groups of
rats: (i) intact adult rats and two groups of adult rats with spinal
cords that were either (ii) fully transected and isolated from the
brain early in development (P5) before any descending pathways
influence or control is experienced or (iii) isolated in adulthood,
well after development is completed.
We analyzed motor patterns of the rats as sets of muscle

synergies (2–4, 23–27). A muscle synergy is defined here as a
functional unit of premotor drive (1, 23–25). Spinal neural net-
works generate temporally varying drives, each with specific
spatial distributions to different muscles [i.e., specific synergies
(4, 23, 25, 28)]. The experimental and computational issue is to
identify these drives. We chose independent component analysis
(ICA) to identify drives and the synergy spatial distributions to
muscles (23, 29). We compared synergies in intact rats (“IN-
TACT”), the same rats shortly after complete spinal transection

as adults (“ATX”), and adult rats that had received complete
spinal transection as neonates (“NTX”). Rats were tested at
similar ages after completion of growth to fully mature adults of
∼250 g. Furthermore, to ensure that motor experiences also dif-
fered between groups, we specifically selected only the nonweight-
supporting NTX rats for the NTX group. This selection meant
that the motor experience of the groups of rats was as different as
possible, with no significant leg loading or weight bearing ever
experienced in the NTX rats used. This minimized the chance of
convergent optimization processes driven by similar biomechani-
cal experiences during development or adulthood. We hypothe-
sized that, if synergy modules were organized in early development
and were preserved into adulthood, synergies would be similar
between the groups of adult rats even after very different sub-
sequent development and biomechanical loading and motor ex-
perience. We envisioned two possible experiment outcomes. First,
significant differences in modularity and synergy expression might
occur between rats injured as neonates and rats injured as adults.
Second, the two injured groups might be similar in synergy ex-
pression. The latter result would strongly support robust synergy
structures laid out in early spinal cord development and preserved
despite experience and learning. Our data below support this
second alternative and the hypothesis of early organized and ro-
bustly similar synergy circuits preserved into adulthood.
Our data will show that the circuitry to support fundamentally

similar modular synergies must be present and largely similar in
both ATX and NTX rats and that this circuitry is likely engaged
in locomotion even in INTACT rats, albeit with some modifi-
cations. Development does not fundamentally change this spinal
infrastructure for synergies or motor primitives or their use in
motor pattern formation by central pattern generators.

Results
In total, 21 adult female Sprague–Dawley rats received electro-
myography (EMG) electrode implantations in nine hind limb
muscles (Materials and Methods and SI Appendix). We recorded
EMG signals while intact rats walked on a treadmill at the speed
of ∼1 step cycle per second and while other rats attempted the
same (Fig. 1). Three groups were examined. (i) Unoperated
control rats (n = 12; INTACT group). (ii) Nine of the INTACT
rats were spinalized after initial data collection and then, tested
as adult transected rats (n = 9; ATX group) between 10 and 14 d

Fig. 1. Data collection and analysis. (A) Examples of
raw EMG data from individual animals in the IN-
TACT, NTX neonatal injured animal (animal 15), and
ATX adult injured animal groups. The y axis is nor-
malized voltage, and the x axis is time in seconds.
Left shows the trace label (muscle recorded and its
number). Nine muscles were recorded, and contrib-
uted weights in synergies were measured: 1, IP; 2,
GL; 3, BF; 4, GR; 5, RF; 6, GA; 7, TA; 8, ST; and 9, VL.
(B) Data processing procedure. EMG is rectified and
rms filtered (Materials and Methods). ICA applied to
the filtered EMG then produces a set of synergy
weights (W) in a matrix (here, displayed as a heat
map) and activations (not shown). The activations
and W allow calculation of a cumulative VAF for all
of the synergies of individual animals. There are as
many synergies from ICA as muscles recorded, allowing
examination of both strongly and weakly expressed
synergies. (C) Example of one synergy (synergy 3) taken
from individuals in each type of animal. Abscissa,
muscle number; ordinate, muscle weight.
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after the surgery as soon as testing was possible. Group mean
weights were roughly similar: INTACT, 294.53 ± 8.80 g; NTX,
288.88 ± 10.39 g; ATX, 283.00 ± 9.81 g. ATX rats showed no
significant motor pattern expression in hind limbs without
stimulation, and therefore, tail pinches were used to elicit
locomotor-like rhythmic alternation and other patterns in the
ATX group. (iii) Adult animals that had been spinalized as ne-
onates (day 5 or 6 after birth; n = 9; NTX group). NTX rats
showed spontaneous alternation without tail pinch and were
implanted with EMG electrodes as adults. However, by experi-
mental design, none of the NTX rats used here were weight
supporting (17). NTX, like ATX, rats walked with forelimbs,
pulling the hind limbs. We collected 240 s of continuous motor
activity data (only roughly resembling normal locomotion in the
case of the spinal transected rats) for each animal. Sample raw
recordings are shown in Fig. 1A. Using Bell–Sejnowski Infomax
ICA (a blind separation of sources method) (29) for the EMG
data, we estimated the distinct synergies underlying the elicited
motor patterns. The synergy extraction method used is more
effective with variable motor output and pattern rather than high
stereotypy as sought in locomotor training (23). This allowed for
analysis of early and less organized patterns collected shortly
after SCI. For nine muscles, the ICA method estimated nine
synergies (Fig. 1B, synergies are expressed as 9 × 9 matrices).
The method separates electromyograms into source components
(here, the synergies of interest) using Shannon information (i.e., by
minimizing mutual information and thus, higher-order correlations
among sources) rather than variance for picking synergies. This
information-based technique advantage is that, if the strength of
expression of a synergy changes and weakens, it will still be iden-
tified and its spatial structure will be estimated using ICA provided
that the signal remained present. Variance-based methods for
examination of synergy modularity and ICA outcomes are usually
similar. There is almost identical dimensionality reduction of the
motor pattern into a few high-variance carrying synergies (26, 28,
30–32). However, synergies can be identified in ICA even if they
are only weakly expressed (i.e., low variance), and there is no as-
sumption of the number of synergies; therefore, it is possible to
discover commonalities and differences in synergies beyond the
dominant high-variance dimensionality reduction into a few syn-
ergies. ICA may thus identify additional structures present in data.
The limitation of ICA is that no more synergies can be discovered
than muscles recorded. However, this is a universal issue in most
blind separation of source methods if operating without prior
knowledge of structures. We used ICA to examine modularity and
its changes and to explore synergy correlation among the three
types of rats. Fig. 1C shows muscles engaged in synergy 3 in the
three groups of rats.

Contributions of Synergies to the Variance of EMG. We calculated
the cumulative “variance accounted for” (VAF) for all synergies’
contributions to the EMG. We combined the spatial synergies
and the temporal activations of synergies from ICA to examine
reconstruction of variance, as is standard (23). Unsurprisingly,
the results showed that fewer than nine synergies were needed to
reconstruct most of the EMG variance (Fig. 2). There was a sig-
nificant dimensionality reduction. We compared how many syn-
ergies were needed to achieve 85% of cumulative VAF among the
INTACT, NTX, and ATX animals (Fig. 3).
Variance contributions in nonnormalized EMG data (Fig. 2)

showed a statistically significant difference between the three
groups of animals [one-way ANOVA; F(2, 27) = 3.732, P =
0.037] in the synergies needed to achieve 85% of EMG VAF.
Post hoc Bonferroni-corrected tests showed that the number of
synergies needed was significantly fewer in the ATX animals
(2.89 ± SD 0.93) compared with INTACT animals (4.00 ± SD
0.85, P = 0.034) (Fig. 3). NTX neonatal spinalized animals
needed on average 3.44 ± SD 1.01 synergies to achieve 85%
EMG VAF. NTX synergy number did not differ significantly
from those of INTACT and ATX animals. These differences
were also robust to using a less stringent level of 80% of VAF

criterion. The variance differences are consistent with observations
that central nervous system (CNS) injury causes fewer synergies to
be required, with possible merging and collapse of synergies (27, 33–
40). The reduced numbers of higher-variance synergies in the ATX
group here, with merging or collapse of parts of the patterns as
consequences, would reduce flexibility and generate motor deficits in
the ATX group of rats compared with the NTX and INTACT rats.

Correlation of Synergy Weight Matrices Between Groups. We next
examined whether the spatial structure of synergies (i.e., the
actual muscle composition of synergies) differed among the
INTACT, NTX, and ATX animals. These differences could be
assessed by comparing individual synergies selected from all of
the synergies expressed by two animals (e.g., selecting synergy
3 in Fig. 1C or Fig. 4A) or by comparing the synergies as en-
sembles as provided in the ICA-derived “synergy weight matrix”
comprising all of the synergies in the animals. We first compared
ensembles (Fig. 4B shows example matrices). Note that these
analyses were independent of the VAF reconstruction analysis.
For the ensemble analysis, we initially sorted the weight ma-

trices comprising the spatial structure of all of the synergies in
each animal to align each matrix with a common template. The
common template was chosen from among all of the animals in
the study. As in prior work (23), we used the animal’s weight
matrix that had the highest correlation over all synergies to all of
the other animals across all groups as the template. This was an
NTX rat (synergies are shown in Fig. 4A). All matrices and
synergies of other animals were then sorted to this template for
an optimal matching. The template matrix synergy weights are
shown in Fig. 4A. Fig. 4B shows nine individual rat matrix exam-
ples, three from each group, all sorted to best match the template
synergy. All of the animals matrices correlated well with the
common template, meaning that synergies overall were not very
different among groups. Average synergy weight matrices for each
group are shown in Fig. 4C. These were again very similar in each
group. On average, the correlation value to the common template
matrix was 0.92 for the INTACT group rats, 0.96 for NTX, and

Fig. 2. The number of synergies needed cumulatively to achieve 85% of
EMG variance difference between animal groups. Average cumulative VAF
plots are shown for each group of rats. Abscissa is synergy number. Ordinate
of the cumulative bar chart is VAF (maximum of one). These three plots
differ between the three groups of animals, and each plot shows a sharp
elbow. Usually, this elbow would be used to estimate the number of syn-
ergies needed to reconstruct EMG signal well and thus, the reduction in
degrees of freedom due to high-variance synergies. The green horizontal
line indicates 85% of EMG contribution, the black horizontal line indicates
90% of EMG contribution and the red horizontal line indicates 95% of EMG
contribution. The colored bars in each graph (green in INTACT, blue in NTX,
and orange in ATX) represent the average number of synergies needed to
achieve at least 85% of VAF in each animal group. Error bars represent SEMs.
The number of synergies needed to achieve 85% of EMG contribution dif-
fered between ATX and INTACT animal groups. The number of synergies
needed in the INTACT rats differed significantly from that of the ATX rats.
No significant differences were observed between INTACT and NTX or be-
tween NTX and ATX. Animal numbers used: INTACT animals, n = 12; neo-
natal SCI animals, n = 9; adult SCI animals, n = 9. *P < 0.05.
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0.95 for ATX animals (Fig. 5A). In effect, the synergy composi-
tions of all of the rats tested correlated well with the template
matrix and its component synergies, with overall correlations
greater than 0.9.
Despite overall similarity, ANOVA analysis of correlations

showed significant differences, with post hoc differences of INTACT
rats from the other groups. We tested first using the raw correla-
tions, with significant differences between INTACT and NTX and
between INTACT and ATX using least significant difference
(LSD) corrections. However, because correlations are usually
nonnormal in distribution (and in these data, skewed to high
correlation values), we repeated the analysis using the Fisher Z
transform of correlations. This enforced normality on the data and
thereby, avoided false positives. The differences in correlation to
template of INTACT rats from the others remained significant
with LSD correction, with Bonferroni correction for multiple

comparison showing significant differences between INTACT
and NTX.
INTACT rats differed significantly from the others, but ATX

and NTX groups did not differ from one another. However, the
ATX rats were created from the same INTACT adult rats by
complete spinal transections; thus, our data suggest that a com-
mon synergy-generating circuitry is present both in INTACT rats
(acting as controls with normal development) and in the NTX rats
in which the spinal cord was deprived of all supraspinal pathway
inputs at 5 d after birth and beyond. The common synergy in-
frastructure was altered in expression in the INTACT rats, but
after the spinal transection experiment (in ATX rats), it appeared
that the same sets of synergies as in NTX rats were revealed or
that the outcome had similar plasticity. Such synergy structures
present and conserved in both groups would thus be available
across all individuals and ready to be engaged by rehabilitation,
connected by regenerative controls, promoted through therapy, or
targeted by bionic and neuroprosthetic tools.
We next examined in more detail the matrix correlations of

individual rats with one another rather than just with the tem-
plate matrix. For this analysis of correlations, the synergies’ or-
dering in the matrix was not constrained to the template synergy
order, but instead, synergy orders were optimized within each
individual matrix pairing, by using the MATLAB tools matcorr
and matperm. Thus, each correlation of matrices was the best
possible correlation. This avoided the possibility that the im-
posed template ordering used in Fig. 5A was in some way the
source of the statistical differences. We examined the matrix
correlations of each rat with all others and plotted these for each
group as clouds of points in three dimensions (Fig. 5B). The
matrix correlation values of the INTACT group of animal’s
spatial synergy structure compared with all of the other animals
(neonatal injured NTX and adult injured ATX animals) spanned
a larger volume and greater ranges than those of the NTX and
ATX rats (Fig. 5B). This was consistent with significant differ-
ences between the INTACT group rats and the other two groups
in which correlation values tended to cluster together. This is
also seen clearly in Fig. 5C, where two-dimensional (2D; false
color) “heat” map representations of individual INTACT ani-
mal’s synergy matrix correlations to either the NTX (Fig. 5C, 1)
or the ATX animals’ synergy matrices (Fig. 5C, 2) and correla-
tion between NTX and ATX rats’ synergy matrices (Fig. 5C, 3)

Fig. 3. Number of synergies needed to achieve 85% EMG. The figure shows
the mean contribution needed in each group of rats, representing the
conventional modularity of the patterns expressed. The number of synergies
needed differed between the animal groups. Error bars represent SEMs.
Animal numbers are the same as in Fig. 2. *P < 0.05.

Fig. 4. Spatial structure of synergies within each
animal group. (A) Synergies weights observed in the
common NTX template animal used to order all
synergies in template-based analyses. This synergy
set represented the animal that was the closest in its
pattern compared with all other animals. (B) Synergy
spatial structures from three exemplar animals in
each group are shown as weight matrices, with each
displayed using a common color mapping for each
animal in the group. The x axis represented synergies
1–9. The y axis represents individual muscle’s weight
in each synergy. There were nine muscles’ weights in
each synergy. The muscles were ordered as in Fig. 1:
1, IP; 2, GL; 3, BF; 4, GR; 5, RF; 6, GA; 7, TA; 8, ST; and
9, VL. (C) Average weight matrix representation of
synergies’ spatial structure by group displayed as
heat maps. These represent averaged matrices over
all animals within the animal group and thus, sum-
marize the mean weight matrix by group. The color
scales are the same for all animals, with the lighter
colors representing higher weight values.
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are shown. INTACT rat correlations with the other two groups
(Fig. 5C, 1 and 2) showed colder/lower values compared with the
warmer/higher correlations between neonatal injured NTX and
adult injured ATX rats (Fig. 5C, 3). The statistical significance of
these visual differences was established by one-way ANOVA
on the Fisher Z-transformed correlations. The analysis showed
that the higher NTX–ATX correlations differed significantly from
the others [F(2, 24) = 6.693, P = 0.005; Bonferroni-corrected post
hoc tests: INTACT–ATX vs. NTX–ATX, P = 0.010 and INTACT–
NTX vs. NTX–ATX, P = 0.017 but INTACT–NTX vs. INTACT–
ATX, P = 1.000]. These observations are consistent with signifi-
cant differences of the INTACT rats synergies from the NTX and
ATX, leading to reduced correlations of INTACT matrices to both
ATX and NTX rats matrices compared with those between NTX
and ATX rats.
We also looked at correlation among individual rats’ synergy

matrices within the groups of rats and expressed these as heat
maps. Again, within the INTACT group, the correlations were
cooler/lower than the other within-group correlations (Fig. 5D).
These differences were also statistically significant in the Fisher
Z-transformed correlation data. We found that the within-group
correlations (Fig. 5D) showed a significant group effect [one-way
ANOVA; F(2, 24) = 13.379, P = 0.000; Bonferroni-corrected post
hoc tests: NTX vs. INTACT, P = 0.000; ATX vs. INTACT, P =
0.003; ATX vs. NTX, P = 1.000]. The internal correlations in the
INTACT group rats were significantly worse than correlations
within both the ATX and NTX groups. INTACT rats were more
individually variable in synergies. However, the within-group cor-
relations of ATX and NTX groups did not differ.
We observed that, within the INTACT group, an animal’s

spatial synergy structures were less similar to the other intact an-
imals (Fig. 5D, 1) than the correlations seen within the NTX group
(neonate injured to neonate injured) and within the ATX group
(adult injured to adult injured) of rats. These plotted figures and
statistical tests showed that, even finding the best possible corre-
lations of matrices without any standard ordering of synergies, it
remained true that synergies differed significantly between IN-
TACT rats group and the other groups but did not differ signifi-
cantly between NTX and ATX rats. Furthermore, the INTACT
animals correlated less well not only with the other groups of an-
imals but also, within group. This shows that the INTACT animals

group varied more individually and therefore, may have used their
synergies in more sophisticated, individual, and adjusted ways.
The spatial structure of a single synergy reflects the different

muscles’ weights in the synergy. Our results thus far have shown
analyses of the matrices (i.e., the spatial structure of all syner-
gies) of individual animals. When ordered according to the
common template (an NTX animal) (synergies in Fig. 4A), these
differed in INTACT rats as a group compared with NTX and
ATX animals (Fig. 5A). In contrast, the synergy matrices in NTX
and ATX did not significantly differ from each other and cor-
related well with the common template. These results also held
for best correlations among groups. These results implied that
the individual synergies of ATX and NTX rats were more similar
to each other, while the INTACT synergies differed. The results
also suggested that, in at least some of the synergies of INTACT
group rats, the same muscles must be assigned different weights
from template synergies compared with the other two groups of
animals. The data implied that the individual synergies of NTX
neonatal SCI and ATX adult SCI animals should be the most
similar to each other, while some or all of the INTACT group
animals’ synergies should be different from both of these two
groups. These differences would presumably arise due to alter-
ations to some synergies or synergy replacement accomplished by
the INTACT rats’ descending pathway inputs, which were present
and functioning ipso facto. Accordingly, we made a deeper analysis
of the individual synergies’ structures and the correlations of these.

Correlation of the Individual Synergies Between Groups. We next
assessed individual synergies. We again used synergies ordered
by their best correlation to the template matrix. This procedure
provided a fixed ordering overall over the entire population of
rats and in all groups tested. This consistent ordering allowed us
to label synergies according to the template order, thus identi-
fying if some groups differed in specific synergies and which of
the identified synergies were most variable.
We used two analyses. We first examined the various indi-

vidual synergies in the groups by comparing individual synergy
correlations with the corresponding synergy in the common
template (Fig. 6A). We thus first aligned synergies in each animal
to the common template matrix. Then, we calculated the cor-
relation value of each individual synergy to the matching synergy
in the template. This was what happens automatically “behind

Fig. 5. Synergy weight matrix (spatial structure)
correlations among and within groups. (A) Mean
correlation to the template weight matrix for IN-
TACT, NTX neonatal SCI, and ATX adult SCI animals.
The average correlation of each animal group to the
template was high in all animal groups. The mean
correlation of the INTACT animals to template de-
viated from both the NTX and ATX animals. There
was no significantly difference observed between
the NTX and ATX animals. Error bars represent SEMs.
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01. (B, 1) Individual INTACT ani-
mal’s correlation to every other INTACT, NTX, and
ATX animal as a 3D scatter plot. The gray shadows
represent the projections onto the corresponding 2D
plane. (B, 2) Individual NTX animal’s correlation to
each INTACT, NTX, and ATX animal. (B, 3) Individual
ATX animal’s correlation to each INTACT, NTX, and
ATX animal. NTX and ATX rats’ scatter plots are less
dispersed in range compared with INTACT rats. (C, 1)
Correlation of each NTX animal to each INTACT an-
imal. The correlation value is represented in the
color of the matrix heat map, with warmer colors
representing higher correlations. (C, 2) Correlation
of each ATX animal to each INTACT animal. (C, 3)
Correlation of each ATX animal to each NTX animal.
The differences visible here are statistically signifi-
cant (in the text). (D) Correlation of each animal to
its own group in (D, 1) the INTACT group, (D, 2) the NTX group, and (D, 3) the ATX group. Internal correlations are weakest in INTACT rats. Animals used in this
figure: INTACT animals, n = 10; neonatal SCI animals, n = 9; adult SCI animals, n = 8 (SI Appendix).
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the scenes” in the whole-matrix correlation method. (Individual
synergy’s correlation values were then combined to give a single
scalar correlation for the whole matrices.) Here, we examined the
underlying individual synergy correlations and their differences.
All of the individual synergies in each animal correlated well

with synergies in the template, as had been seen in the whole-
matrix correlations. On average, the individual synergy correla-
tion values exceeded 0.85 in all of the synergies of all three an-
imal groups. However, the matrix differences reported between
INTACT group and injured rats groups in the preceding sections
reflected significant differences in specific synergies.
We again used Fisher Z-transformed correlations. ANOVAs

showed that the correlations of synergies 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 to
template had significant group differences (SI Appendix, Table
S1A). For synergies 1, 3, 4, and 5, there were specific significant
differences between groups revealed in Bonferroni-corrected
post hoc tests. These tests showed that correlations to the tem-
plate for synergies 1, 3, and 4 of INTACT group rats were sig-
nificantly lower than the NTX correlations and often, than the
ATX correlations (SI Appendix, Table S1C). In contrast, in these
synergies, the ATX and NTX correlations to template were both
high and did not differ from one another. Synergy 5 differed
from the others in that it showed higher correlations to template
in INTACT rats (0.970) compared with NTX rats (0.901).
However, all correlations in synergy 5 were high and were also
higher that the INTACT correlations to template in synergies 1,
3, and 4. Thus, overall, NTX and ATX rats’ groups showed no
significant post hoc differences between them, but INTACT
group rats did differ in some synergies from one or both of these
groups. It is also notable that the INTACT group rats were not
different from the other two groups in five of nine synergies in
the post hoc tests. In three of the differing synergies, INTACT
correlations to template were significantly lower than the other
groups, suggesting synergy changes. In synergy 5, post hoc sig-

nificance was because INTACT rat correlations were higher than
NTX (both exceeded 0.9, thus deviating very little in practice).
The “correlation to template” synergy analysis in Fig. 6A thus
supported strong similarity of ATX and NTX synergies and se-
lective changes in three synergies for the INTACT rats.
In a second analysis, we examined the direct correlations of

individual synergies among all rats and between all groups after
aligning them to the template. This analysis was important to
further test individual synergy correlations and differences within
and between groups. The analysis ensured that the NTX and
ATX similarity in correlation to template reflected significantly
higher correlations between the groups of matched synergies
themselves tested directly. This was not guaranteed to be the
case a priori. Fig. 6B presents plots of the mean values for in-
dividual synergies of the three pairwise correlations between the
INTACT, NTX, and ATX groups. We calculated the correlation
of each synergy in each animal to the corresponding synergies of
each animal in the other groups (Fig. 6B, one-way ANOVA) or
within the same group after ordering according to the template
matrix. We examined within-group synergy correlations (not
shown in the figures). We again used the Fisher Z-transformed
data in all statistical tests to avoid possible type I errors. We
found first that the internal correlations among rats within each
group differed significantly, with within-group overall mean
correlations of INTACT 0.898, NTX 0.936, and ATX 0.937.
[Two way ANOVA with group and synergy as factors: F(2, 26) =
33.763, P = 0.000.] The data were consistent with decreased in-
ternal correlation and increased synergy variation within the
group of INTACT group rats contrasted with greater internal
correlation and internal consistency in the NTX and ATX groups
of rats in which the spinal cord was isolated from the brain.
The mean overall synergy correlations between groups after

template ordering were INTACT–NTX 0.902, INTACT–ATX
0.901, and ATX–NTX 0.932. In the ANOVA, only synergies 1, 3,
and 4 differed significantly in their direct paired correlations,
while the rest of the synergies did not (SI Appendix, Table S1B).
Post hoc tests showed that, in synergies where significant differ-
ences were found, these were differences between correlations of
the ATX–NTX pairing (significantly higher) compared with the
other two pairings with the INTACT group rats (which were
lower). Thus, correlation in pairings with INTACT rats was uni-
formly lower (SI Appendix, Table S1D). In summary, if correla-
tions between groups differed significantly for a synergy, this was
because the mean values of NTX to ATX correlations were sig-
nificantly higher compared with the correlations of INTACT to
the others. INTACT rats deviated significantly from the ATX and
NTX synergy patterns.
To further test this result, we next examined for each signifi-

cantly differing synergy (i.e., synergies 1, 3, and 4 indirect cor-
relation analyses) how each individual ATX rat’s synergy was
correlated to the corresponding synergy observed previously when
the rat was INTACT. We compared this correlation with the same
rat’s mean ATX synergy correlation to corresponding NTX group
synergies. We tested significance using a paired one-tailed t test on
Fisher Z-transformed correlations. In two of the synergies (syn-
ergies 1 and 4), the differences of correlation were significant, and
in synergy 3, it was nearly significant. This analysis showed that
these synergies in the group of ATX rats correlated better to the
corresponding synergies of the NTX group rats than when instead
correlated to themselves as individuals before spinal transection
(synergy 1, P = 0.035; synergy 3, P = 0.057; synergy 4, P = 0.020).
This strongly suggests a reversion of some INTACT synergies to
an early developed and common synergy set after the ATX rats’
injury and again, supports a strongly conserved core circuitry.
In summary for spatial synergy, NTX rats tested as adults were

largely similar to ATX rats, with no significant changes in muscle
structure and balance detectable between the NTX and ATX
rats. In contrast, in INTACT group rats, three of nine synergies
differed significantly, and in ATX rats, these synergies were
more similar to NTX synergies than to those obtained in the
same rat while intact. The synergies that differed in INTACT

Fig. 6. Individual synergies’ correlations. Synergies were sorted to template
order. Animal numbers in this figure reflect some exclusions based on EMG
quality (SI Appendix). (A) Correlation to template synergy. All synergies’
correlations exceeded 0.85 (approximately the dotted red line). Four syner-
gies’ correlation values (synergies 1 and 3–5) showed significantly different
correlations to template in INTACT rats compared with other groups. The
rest of synergy correlations were similar among animal groups. No differ-
ence was observed between NTX and ATX animals in any synergy. Error bars
represent SEMs. #P < 0.05 (significant difference in ANOVA with Bonferroni
post hoc tests). (B) Correlation between groups of individual synergies in
template order. Correlations of synergies 1, 3, and 4 were significantly
higher in ATX–NTX correlations than in the matched ATX–INTACT or NTX–
INTACT correlations indicated. Despite different development of ATX and
NTX rats, ATX and NTX correlated better than INTACT–ATX. Animal numbers
in this figure (exclusions were made of animals based on EMG quality): for
synergy 1: INTACT, n = 12; NTX, n = 9; ATX, n = 8; for synergies 2, 4, 5, and 7:
INTACT, n = 12; NTX, n = 9; ATX, n = 9; for synergy 3: INTACT, n = 10; NTX,
n = 9; ATX, n = 9; for synergies 6, 8, and 9: INTACT, n = 11; NTX, n = 9; ATX,
n = 9. #P < 0.05.
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group rats seemed to revert back to the NTX/ATX pattern in the
spinal cord isolated from the descending pathways inputs.

Variance Contributions of the Top One to Five Synergies.Variance in
our analyses can be used as a proxy for the strength of expression
of a specific premotor drive in the motor pattern. The two analyses
in the preceding section showed that several of the higher variance-
capturing locomotor synergies that were used in NTX rats (i.e.,
synergies 1, 3, and 4) differed significantly in their correlation to
template synergies in the INTACT group rats but not in ATX rats.
We showed synergy spatial similarity in NTX and ATX rats by
examining correlations and alignment to template. However, the
analyses above did not consider variance captured or power of
expression of these specific synergies in each of the motor patterns
of INTACT, NTX, and ATX rats and whether these differed. We
wanted to understand if INTACT and ATX rats used the same
highly correlated synergies as strongly in their motor activity as
NTX rats. We had thus far shown that synergies detected as motor
drives were still available, but these could still be very weakly or
very little used in different groups of rats. Significant cumulative
variance changes found among the rat groups were already noted
above in VAF analyses (Fig. 2). We asked whether the INTACT
and ATX rat synergies that corresponded to synergies 1–5 in NTX
rats (i.e., those in NTX of high variance) were also among the
highest variance-capturing synergies (and thus, were expressed
strongly) in the INTACT and ATX rats. Synergies might be similar
in spatial structure, but their contributions greatly reduced in the
two groups of normally developed adults. We found the top five
synergies contributing to variance in each rat in each group. We
then sorted these synergies in each rat according to the NTX
template used in Figs. 5A and 6. We reasoned that, if those syn-
ergies with high power in NTX rats in Fig. 2 remained high power
in ATX and INTACT group rats, then the probability of these
synergies occurring among the top five NTX ordered would be
high. In contrast, if the synergies with high power were largely
random or if they differed strongly from the NTX order, then the
probability would be lowered. For each synergy in the NTX top five
(synergies 1–5) in each type of rat, we calculated the percentage of
animals in which it was a top five synergy (Fig. 7).
Using a Fisher exact test under the null hypothesis assumption

that the probability of a synergy placement in the variance order
is random but that the five synergies must all be placed (i.e., we
used a hypergeometric distribution), the probability of the actual
distribution observed (or better) in each animal was calculated
using the MATLAB function hygecdf(). We then calculated the
probability of the observations in each group to determine if
each group distribution was significantly nonrandom and higher
or lower than expected. We expected that, in the NTX pop-
ulation (n = 9), the first five synergies would be clustered
strongly in the higher-variance places in order (and very similar
to the NTX template), and the Fisher exact probability of finding
these observations under a random draw assumption was indeed
P = 1.8E-8, thus reflecting this. However, it is worth noting that
there were expression variations even within the NTX group.
The average percentage of synergies in the high-variance cate-
gory relative to the template order was 75.6% [i.e., less than
perfect (100%)], perhaps reflecting variations in rhythmic re-
cruitment of synergies among the nonweight-supporting rats.
The probability of the clustering in higher-variance order that
was seen in the group of INTACT rats (n = 12) having occurred
by chance was P = 5.8E-6. Thus, in INTACT group rats, there
were many more high-power synergies matched to NTX than
could be attributed to chance. There was a persistent strong use
of the synergies that NTX rats also used strongly. The average
percentage of synergies in the high-variance category relative to
the template 100% in the INTACT rats was 68.3%. Finally, the
probability of the clustering observed in ATX rats (n = 9) was
P = 1.6E-5, again much higher than could occur by chance. The
average percentage of synergies in the high-variance category
relative to the template 100% in the ATX rats was 60.0%. Thus,
the synergies corresponding to the higher-variance synergies in

the template NTX rat also, on average, remained higher-variance
synergies in the other types of rats. However, we observed that
there were some synergies that clearly dropped off in power and
differed among groups. Fig. 7 shows two specific synergies (synergy
2 in INTACT rats and synergy 3 in ATX rats), both of which largely
dropped out of the high-variance group. Interestingly, the muscle
composition of synergy 2 in both INTACT rats and ATX rats
remained strongly correlated to synergy 2 in NTX rats (Fig. 6), with
no significant difference in correlation among groups. However,
INTACT group rats used synergy 2 only weakly. In contrast, syn-
ergy 3 in INTACT group rats altered significantly in its correlation
with the NTX rats’ synergy 3, but this change did not happen in
ATX rats as shown in Fig. 6. Nonetheless, synergy 3 was strongly
reduced in its power contribution in the ATX rats, although not in
the INTACT rats. These changes likely reflect differences in the
rhythmic use of the synergies and in the synergy recruitment pro-
cesses among the groups during pattern generation. The differences
observed were likely under the influence of descending pathways in
INTACT group rats and occur as a result of maturation-driven
motor learning. The changes in ATX rats may represent the im-
mediate effects of the sudden absence of such descending controls
after adult spinal transection. These two specific synergies and
synergy 5 are likely points of alteration in the INTACT adult motor
pattern during development. These changes may represent signifi-
cant differences in control of pattern formation and pattern gen-
eration in intact rats after normal maturation.

Discussion
Our data show that motor production in mammalian spinal cords
reverts to a basic set of synergy drives or primitives after complete
spinal cord transection. The basic set of synergies was in common
across all individuals tested after removal of descending pathway
inputs and likely largely determined shortly after birth. The set was
very similar between adult spinal cords isolated from the brain as
adults and rats in which the lumbar spinal cord was isolated from
brain influences on P5. Furthermore, the rats here also differed in
the biomechanical loads experienced and thus, the sensory reaf-
ferent experience: NTX group rats never had significant experience
of any loaded hind limb weight support. Thus, both neural controls
experienced and mechanical load in the legs through development
were different between the groups. Despite these differences, the
spinal cords expressed similar drives and primitives after adult
spinal transection. In fact, the ATX rats were more similar in motor
production and correlation to the NTX rats spinal transected
shortly after birth than they were to themselves when previously
tested in the INTACT able-bodied condition. The data here thus

Fig. 7. The probability that similar synergies were expressed with high-
variance activation among groups. Chance that an individual synergy was
one of the top five contributors is plotted after matching the synergies to
template order: (A) INTACT, (B) NTX, and (C) ATX. The chances of synergies
1–5 as a group being among one of the top five contributors after ordering
according to template correlation were largely similar among the three
groups of animals and were all significantly greater than chance, indicating
strong use of these five in all three groups. However, two synergies from these
five clearly differed (red squares in A and C). Synergy 2 had a significantly
lower chance of being one of the top five contributors in the INTACT rats than
in the NTX and ATX animals. Synergy 3 had a significantly lower chance in ATX
rats than in INTACT or NTX rats. Although synergy 2 was not altered in INTACT
rats, it was not used strongly. In contrast, synergy 3, which was altered in IN-
TACT but not in ATX, was weakly activated in ATX, perhaps after short-term
loss of some descending drive or modulation after the injury.
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suggest that either (i) the early infrastructure for primitives is fully
preserved into adulthood in intact rats or (ii) the core lumbar
spinal cord infrastructure for primitives develops in an equifinal
way such that, after complete SCI and short-term plasticity, similar
synergies will result, regardless of the prior presence or absence of
descending controls or of nonmatching load experiences.
To examine synergies, we used blind separation of sources

with Infomax ICA. Prior research has shown that ICA, non-
negative matrix factorization (NNMF), direct component anal-
ysis (DCA), and other methods almost invariably all converge on
the same modularity and sets of drives (4, 26, 28). The higher-
variance drives responsible for the major dimensionality reduction
are usually the focus (26, 28, 30, 32). ICA as used here is an in-
formational rather than variance-based method of source sepa-
ration. The added value of ICA is to separate all possible drives,
some of which might be only very weakly expressed in some rats
but dominant or strong drives in others. Furthermore, ICA did not
depend on repeatable burst structures or burst phasing as does the
DCA method. It could estimate synergy weights as well as synergy
membership, even in relatively poorly organized nonrhythmic
motor activity. Synergies could thus be examined before any re-
habilitation or well-organized locomotion. Effectively, we could
compare muscle weights of synergies/primitives even in weakly
expressed synergies, in ordered or disordered patterns, and be-
tween every animal in each group, even if only a few synergies
accounted for the bulk of EMG variance. Indeed, the number of
synergies accounting for 85% of variance differed significantly
among groups, but with ICA, this did not prevent comparison of
the structures of the motor drives. ICA separates as many drives as
there were muscles recorded available for statistical comparisons.
In summary, ICA enabled us to test for weak or relatively “covert”
drives in modularity analyses and revealed what is preserved and
what is altered, beyond simply the strongest synergy expressions.
Our data show equifinal development or plasticity of core

synergies or else, relatively hard-wired development of these
synergies at an early age. This observation matches development
in many other systems where core capabilities are often created
before a system’s use in behavior and significant feedback
availability. Spinal cord development has been a model system,
allowing genetic identification and tracing of neural interneuron
and motoneuron classes and the construction of spinal infra-
structure (41, 42). However, clearly developmental plasticity and
adult motor learning must also modify expression of the systems
to match individual needs. Other studies have shown significant
plastic effects in rodent cords and differences between various
spinal mechanisms during normal development and cords iso-
lated from brain early in development (20–22, 43). For this
reason, it is all of the more remarkable that the motor pro-
duction modules, drives, or primitives do not appear to diverge
from one another (or else converge again) when revealed by cord
isolation in adult animals with normal development. These re-
sults suggest that a common collection of modules is likely
available after neural injury across all individuals as a potential
target for therapy, neuroprosthetics, and regenerative medicine.
Although we found strong conservation of drives, we did

nonetheless find variations in the intact rats. Within the IN-
TACT rats, the lumbar motor patterns and drives not only varied
compared with the two groups with spinal cord isolated from the
brain but also, varied more within the INTACT group among
individuals. This comports with a role of learning and experience
in shaping final expression of core synergies in intact adults.
Although INTACT drives varied, mean synergy correlations
were nonetheless never lower than 0.8 between groups and never
lower than 0.85 to the best synergy template. Drives were thus
altered significantly, but not radically, in intact rats. Significant
changes took two forms. First, strong and significant changes in
synergy weights in intact rats were restricted to a few specific
synergies. Second, some synergies were not altered in weights but
instead, ceased to be used strongly in patterns. Both of these
types of changes are likely significant in motor drive infrastruc-
ture, pattern generation, and the pathologies and injury effects

where synergies may have impact (27, 33–40, 44–49). Synergies
normally weakly activated in intact CNS that become active in
disease would interfere with normal function and be pathologi-
cal. Similarly, reversion of altered synergies to a developmental
default synergy could limit normal pattern effectiveness. How-
ever, the core synergy patterns may also be exploited by the
clinician and rehabilitation scientist in compensation and neu-
rorecovery to support function (27). Furthermore, additional
plasticity may be possible; we did not here examine synergies
through chronic spinal cord isolation in the adults. Synergies
explored here were identified in the first weeks after SCI and
before any rehabilitation.
The two types of changes in synergy observed may represent

distinct mechanisms: (i) modification of synergy muscle weight
but not level of use in the motor patterns and (ii) modification of
recruitment and timing in the motor patterns. The Rybak
scheme of pattern generation comprises two layers: a rhythm
generator above a pattern shaper, which could either contain or
recruit the synergies (1); type 1 change would act on pattern
shaping and synergy bases, while type 2 changes could also act on
the rhythm-generating and pattern engagement mechanisms.
It is also important to consider that the data here were obtained

for a quadruped. Even so, modifications of synergies were seen in
intact rats. These were likely learned as the rats transitioned from
crawling to parasagittal walking patterns between P14 and P21. The
construction of bipedal motor behaviors in humans might con-
ceivably cause synergies expressed in walking and running in able-
bodied adults to depart still further from the early default synergies
or show more pervasive individual variations and suppressions than
in the rats (36–38, 50). Our work here suggests that a core set of
synergies in common in all individuals may nonetheless underlie
aspects of these variations (27, 37, 44, 49). However, although there
are well-established and significant evolutionary parallels (4) in
overall pattern generation and modularity, the details of synergy
adjustments across different species remain to be better under-
stood. We speculate and suggest based on the data here that most
species likely possess a developmentally conserved set of synergies/
primitives and related interneuronal infrastructure when observed
within a few days after spinal cord isolation in the adult.
What is the value of conserved modular collections of syner-

gies and their persistence in the adult CNS? One perspective
from human studies is that these are a remnant of a bootstrap
used for learning of early and adult behavior and simply seed and
speed the subsequent acquisition of skills. However, an alter-
native is that these continue serving valuable functional roles.
First, these may be the substrate for sculpting the adult synergies
as shown in our data here: while some synergy deviations are
significant, strong synergy similarity persists in the INTACT
group. Second, the synergies might represent components of
default reflex protective behaviors held in reserve for emergency,
but evolutionarily significant, eventualities (e.g., reminiscent of
built-in aquatic escape behaviors mediated by Mauthner cell)
(51). Some synergies may represent near-optimal ways of excit-
ing limb dynamics (52), often essential in reflexive escape and
protective motor patterns. The synergies from this perspective
will also form a useful point of departure for any novel adult
motor learning in new contexts. Near optimality and coadapta-
tion of synergy and limb dynamics could arise from the co-
evolution of the biomechanical structure and neural control. The
anatomical limb structure and biomechanics determine a feasible
force space, which can be considered an evolutionary determined
estimate of needs for survival actions and force delivery [in the
works of Valero-Cuevas and coworkers (53, 54)]. Similarly, high
degrees of freedom in the limb and body mechanics may most
often be used during the lifespan in simpler ways. This relative
stereotypy of routine (and often, evolutionarily critical) actions
may favor “built-in” starting points for these common motor
behaviors and also, favor new learned behaviors built on these.
Such built-in neurally constrained solutions to the degrees of
freedom problem would be based on an evolutionary derived
“estimate” of the fundamental and most repeatable “satisficing”
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requirements. After seeding motor learning, these synergy cir-
cuits would form as a useful backup system or be engaged in the
normal repertoire. The circuits could be further tuned or tran-
scended by additional brain controls. More complex controls are
clearly needed for an individual to fully “inhabit” and exploit
their biomechanics flexibly during the adult lifespan (24–26, 55–
58). Other work (27, 36) has identified consistent synergies after
adult SCI and similarity of these to adult intact patterns, but the
developmental origins of these and how much descending con-
trol of early synergy patterns alters or reorganizes these have
never been clear. To us, persistent core circuitry that is con-
structed early in development and then, robust throughout life is
the most parsimonious explanation of the data here.
Until this study, the persistence of an early determined core

infrastructure for motor synergies and primitives persisting into
adulthood in mammals was an open question. Our data support
such a common core synergy collection in spinal cord, which is
available across individuals and across development either
through equifinal plastic or through hardwired mechanisms. This
infrastructure seems to be determined or laid down early in
development and remains robust, persisting unaltered across
very different developmental trajectories. The interneuronal and
genetic underpinnings of this infrastructure and its robust per-
sistence through differing developmental and learning processes
must next be better understood and elaborated (41, 42). Simi-
larly, we need to determine how these synergies are engaged in
or altered by rehabilitation frameworks and other therapies to
translate these data to better outcomes after disease and trauma.

Materials and Methods
General Procedures.We comparedmuscle synergies in 12 intact adult Sprague–
Dawley rats, 9 adult rats spinalized at spinal segment T9/10 as neonates
(∼P5–P6), and 9 adult complete SCI rats derived from the 12 intact rats. All
procedures were in accordance with US Department of Agriculture and In-
stitutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) guidelines and had
Drexel IACUC approval. For intact and neonatal SCI animals, EMG electrodes and
a pelvis orthosis were implanted to attach a robot for subsequent rehabilitation
and locomotor testing (59). Spinal transection followed after 2–4 wk in intact
rats. Full technical details are given in SI Appendix.

Neonatal SCI Spinalization Surgery. Rats were spinalized at P5 as described in
refs. 15 and 17 and detailed fully in SI Appendix. Transection was made at
approximately segment T9/10 by aspiration of about a segment of cord, and the
cavity was filled with gel foam, which prevented any potential regeneration.

Adult Spinalization Surgery. Adults rats were transected as described in ref. 14
and detailed fully in SI Appendix. Transection was made at approximately
segment T9/10 by aspiration of about a segment, and the cavity was filled
with gel foam.

EMG Electrodes Implantation. Nine muscles of one hind limb were implanted:
gastrocnemius (GA), tibialis anterior (TA), semitendinosus (ST), vastus lateralis
(VL), illiopsoas (IP), gluteus (GL), biceps femoris (BF), gracilis (GR), and rectus
femoris (RF). These represented samples of both uni- and biarticular flexors
and extensor muscles acting at three joints in the hind leg.

EMG Data Collection. For each animal, at least 240 s of EMG data were
recorded. During the recording, the intact animals walked on the treadmill at
the speed of 1 step cycle per second. Thus, usually more than 200 step cycles
were often recorded in intact adults. After spinalization, EMG was recorded
again ∼10–14 d after the spinal transection injury. In adult spinalization, tail
pinching was used to elicit activity.

Muscle Synergy Identification and Analysis. The collected EMG signal was first
rectified. The 2-kHz data were filtered using a 40-point moving average rms
filter followed by down-sampling to 250 Hz. For synergy analysis of EMG, ICA

was used (23, 29) (the Makeig Matlab implementation of the Bell–Sejnowski
algorithm in EEGLab). This assumed that the collected EMG signals were a
linear mixture of unknown sources originating from the spinal neural net-
works, and these sources were independent from each other. The algorithm
separated sources by minimizing the mutual information and maximizing
the statistical independence of the putative source signals.

ICA generated the same number of sources as inputs. ICA did not identify
any variance-based dimensionality reduction present and instead, separated
as many sources as there were EMG signals on an informational basis. Nine
muscles were recorded; thus, nine synergies were generated by ICA. In frogs,
such analyses applied to unfiltered EMG data showed that one synergy
equaled one muscle, because the highest-frequency information was in-
dependent in the EMGs (23). Thus, ICA was not “doomed to succeed” in
aggregating muscles or variance. We used nonnormalized EMG in variance
analyses. We hypothesized that fewer than nine synergies were needed to
account for criterion variance in most behavior activities (4, 23, 27). The
number was determined from the cumulative VAF. VAF curves found here
had sharp elbows.

The analysis results from the ICA were the temporal and spatial structures
of the synergy. The spatial structure showed individual synergy’s composition
of muscles and each muscle’s weight in a particular synergy. The temporal
structure described the activation patterns of synergies. In the case that fewer
than nine muscles’ EMGs were recorded in a recording session, the temporal
and spatial structures for the missing muscles were set to zero, and these data
were excluded from individual correlation comparison analysis (see below).

Synergies Contribution to the EMG. ICA provided synergies as a spatial
structure—mixing matrix “W”—and a temporal structure—activations “C.”
Combining the temporal and spatial structures, we were able to reconstruct
the EMG signals to some level of fidelity by using only some or all of the
extracted synergies. For subsets of synergies, we calculated the percentage
VAF for these synergies in EMG reconstruction, reflecting their contribution
to the total EMG data. The numbers of synergies needed to achieve a cri-
terion VAF were compared between groups.

Comparison of Synergies. To perform the comparison of muscle composition
and weights in synergies across groups, the synergies of individual animals
were sorted so that similar synergies were held in a similar order among all
animals. To minimize the resorting process, all of the animals’ synergies were
sorted based on a common template. The template matrix was chosen from
among all of the animals (intact, neonatal SCI ,and adult SCI animals) using an
inner product column similarity measure. The animal with synergy spatial
structure that had the highest overall correlation to all of the other animals was
chosen as this common sorting template as in ref. 23: here, an NTX rat. Synergy
weights could range from −1 to +1 in the weight matrix in principle. In practice,
mostly all weights were positive between zero and one. Synergy weights were
correlated in MATLAB and SPSS to obtain a Pearson correlation for the synergy.
Matrices were correlated using MATLAB matcorr() and matperm() to find the
best correlation possible (free order) and matcorr() when working with a fixed
(template) order. For statistical comparison, correlation distributions were
subject to the Fisher Z transform. Correlation statistics were tested using
ANOVA and Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests using SPSS. To avoid false
precision and sample numbers, mean correlations among individual rats were
calculated, and the rat number in group was used in all statistical tests.

Histology. Nissl myelin staining was used to confirm the completeness of the
SCI in postmortem histology after animals finished the training process (13–
15, 17). All of the animals in this study showed absence of Nissl body and
myelin at the transection site (i.e., each animal used in this study showed a
histologically complete SCI).
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